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Become manager !
What is qua ?
QUA is a community token for sharing news and information about the
blockchain and crypto world. We will build great friendship networks.
We have created groups where we will use social accounts effectively
and evaluate all tokens. Read the whitepaper for details.
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QUA provides strong networks on social networks. QUA has created
social networking channels to make its investors economically strong.
We will continue the loyalty program and reach super investors after
personal filtering. We know that unity is strength. If we keep our ideas
and loyalty strong, we will reach our goals with fast and solid steps.
QUA will review many token initiatives , research and present token
projects . It will announce the reliable tokens to everyone on the site
and social accounts without any financial gain. You can direct your
investments by talking to experienced people through our Telegram
accounts. The QUA team will control and direct you as you wish via
mail and special telegram accounts.

Qua team

We have created QUA FORUM, QUA NEWS, QUA SHARE sections on the
QUA Finance website. Apart from the earnings of our project on presales and defense, we created the opportunity to earn by producing
and sharing. As accurate information is shared, it disperses and people
become conscious. With our strong control mechanism, every topic and
content shared in the forum and all projects to be news will be
synthesized. We will continue to work until we reach quality
information.
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Newsforum
This forum has been created for people with the right news and white
papers of tokens with a future of investment. In addition, we will
enlighten everyone with the answers to the questions that you do not
know the answer to in the world of blockchain.

Qua shares
We will make a joint sale decision with the token brands we have an agreement with. It will
increase the recognition of these tokens and the number of holders. Investors who will own
tokens at affordable prices will earn Advanced income

Joint token sales will be announced first to QUA CLUB members. Members can make
announcements to their own networks. After 1 day, we will make an announcement to
everyone on our social media accounts.
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Qua club
•

We will create Telegram country groups. In this process, group management will be
given to accounts with a certain audience before. While choosing the managers, we will
examine their personalities in detail. People who want to join our team, please fill out
this FORM.
You can join Announcement channel on Telegram

•

We will create Discord chanel. In this process, group management will be given to
accounts with a certain audience before. While choosing the managers, we will
examine their personalities in detail. People who want to join our team, please fill out
this FORM.

•

QUA holders inform us of their BSC addresses and you will be added to the special
group. Addresses are checked periodically and those who are included in the closed
group are removed from the group during this process when QUA is not seen in their
accounts. QUA owners will hear many news and our future plans before anyone else.
We have 3 different Holder supporters. Fill out the form for the private channel you
want to join . FORM

•

Those who want to join this team must have a minimum of 5 BNB worth of QUA.
Team members will have power in the project. Accounts with less than 5 BNB (QUA)
will be removed from the team. A special telegram group will be established for the
team, and the top 3 accounts with the most QUA in its management will manage
the group. And everyone in the team will receive special authorization in the QUA
forum.
If you have QUA token worth 5 BNB in your wallet, fill out the form to join the
private group. FORM
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